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In the genus Hosta, and probably also in many 
other plant genera, the gene for yellow is found in 
the nucleus, not in the chloroplast. If a hosta is green 
or blue, it does not have the yellow gene. If it has, 
the hosta is yellow. So, one never gets a yellow hosta 
from crossing two blue/green hostas. An exception, 
of course, is a new mutation (but chances are only 
about 1 in 100,000).  

Crossing a yellow plant with a green or blue one, 
one gets 50% yellow offspring, irrespective of which 
is the seed parent. Crossing two yellow plants, 1/4 will 
be green, 2/4 (1/2) will be yellow and 1/4 will be white 
(even as seed). The ratio is 1:2:1. 

The 1/4 white die, leaving one out of three seedlings 
as green and two out of three being yellow. That’s just 
66.7% yellow—not much of an improvement over 
50% from crossing a yellow plant with a green or 
blue one. Of course these numbers apply only under 
ideal circumstances such as in a sampling of more 
than 100 seedlings and no other factors interfering. 

Yellow is a dominant but homozygous lethal 
character. This means that every yellow hosta is het-
erozygous. That is, it has only a single yellow gene. 
That yellow is homozygous lethal means that two 
yellow genes makes a plant white and it dies, often 
already as a seed. 

The yellow derived from streaking in leaves is dif-
ferent. Mostly it does not survive on its own, only 
as, say, a yellow L1, L2 or L3 layer.  

Postscript: As usual with much genetic terminology, 
definitions are needed. L1, L2 and L3 refer to the 
apical or meristematic layers in hostas, which have 
been detailed in many AHS journal articles in the 
last few years. In particular, the PowerPoint® presenta-
tion titled “Chromosomes, More Chromosomes and 
Also Chromosomes Losses” in the “This and That” 
column of the 2012 Online Hosta Journal is a helpful 
educational primer. 

In addition, here are Wikipedia’s definitions: 
Zygosity refers to the similarities of alleles for a trait 
in an organism. An allele is one of two or more 
forms of a gene or group of genes. If both alleles 
are the same, the organism is homozygous for the 
trait. If both alleles are different, the organism is 
heterozygous for that trait.

❧

More from readers, please
Your comments, anecdotes, quips and whatever 

about hostas and hosta names are always welcome. 
My e-mail address is giboshiwip@aol.com.❦

Materials on this website are copyright protected. They are not in the public domain!
Contact us before attempting to reuse. Copyright ©2013 THe American Hosta Society.
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A H S  A S K  A N D  A N S W E R

What's the answer? 
I don't know, but I know 

someone who does.

What potting mixture do you recommend? When and how do you 
feed, water and re-pot your containerized hostas? Do you give 
miniature hostas special treatment? How do you overwinter your 
hostas and what type of containers do you leave outside during 
harsh winters?

Danny Van Eechaute, Astene-Deinze, Belgium: I use a heavy potting mixture with 
compost and clay and a little bit of sand. I fertilize when the plants start to grow 
in April, when they are unfurled at the beginning of June and in mid-July. I give 
them a combination of organic fertilizer 9+6+8+3 MgO and a coated fertilizer 
16+9+12+2 MgO. Time to time, I add some leaf fertilizer. I repot them at least once 
a year, always in a pot that is one size larger. When they are mature, I divide them.

I place mini hostas in more-sunny spots in the garden.
The potted hostas stay in the garden year-round. During summer, I don’t let the 

hostas become totally dry. We often have wet summers with a lot of rain. Winter 
temperatures reach a low of 5°F (-15°C). Mostly it is warmer. Even in winter, we 
regularly have rain or sometimes snow. Because it is wet here in winter, ceramic pots 
crack when the water freezes. I know there are clay containers that can stay outside in 
winter, but they are very expensive. I prefer to spend my money on a beautiful plant.

Chuck and Sue Andersen, Mason, New Hampshire: We use a medium-textured, 
well-drained, general-purpose mix made up of pine bark, Canadian sphagnum 
peat moss and composted peanut hulls. We fertilize containerized hostas in spring 
with a slow-release product such as Nutricote or Osmocote. Other methods are 
effective, but we find this the easiest “not to forget.”

Containerized plants generally need watering more often, especially if they are 
in a sunnier location. If Mother Nature is not watering, then containers need to 
be monitored. Depending on the hosta, it may not be necessary to repot the first 
season. However, these plants will get bigger as they mature and, as with garden 
plants, they might need dividing in time.

If temperatures are below freezing at night, it is recommended that containers 
be moved to a more protected area, such as a cold garage or under a covering of 

Q A&

QContainer-Grown Hostas: What are Your Techniques?
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pine boughs and pine needles or a tarp for the winter. We have left containers 
outside during the winter without any covering. This, however, is only after the 
plants have been well established.

Mini hostas can be a problem because of their small root structure, resulting in 
the possibility of water logging the media. We have recently found that mixing the 
standard potting soil with a gritty amendment such as Turface causes the pots to 
drain better and we have seen significant increase in vigor with the plants. However, 
with any positive there can be a negative. These plants must be watered more often.

Many containers are suitable for hosta planting. Make sure they are able to 
withstand winter cold without cracking. Hypertufa containers have been very 
successful for us in New Hampshire. They are made with a mixture of Portland 
cement, peat moss, perlite or vermiculite, a reinforcing agent and water. There are 
many formulas on the Internet for making these containers. 

Warren I. Pollock, Glen Mills, Pennsylvania: I have grown hostas in containers, 
some 21/2 feet and larger in diameter, for more than 15 years with considerable 
success. Essential were applications of fresh potting soil, copious watering, ample 
fertilization (because copious watering leaches and drains away nutrients) and 
suitable overwintering.

Most commercial potting soils contain sphagnum peat moss, perlite and some-
times composted bark. Miracle-Gro® Potting Mix is marketed nationwide and 
adequate. Peat-free soils are gaining popularity. My choice is Organic Mechanics® 
Potting Soil containing pine bark, coir, compose and worm rice hull. Check online 
for availability in your area.

Soilless mixes are usually satisfactory for plants in pots for only about two growing 
years. Longer use results in extensive peat and bark decomposition, with original 
superior water and air retention and excellent drainage markedly diminished. 

MILWAUKEE, 
WISCONSIN
June 13–15, 2013

CEDAR RAPIDS, 
IOWA
June 11–14, 2014

MARK YOUR  
CALENDAR!
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Hence, I increase the organic matter by adding 40-50% of screened loam, namely 
the best topsoil locally. Also, I add 20-25% grit (crushed granite) to assure good 
long-term drainage. Further, for each 5-gallon bucket of the combination, I add 
two heaping tablespoons of slow-release fertilizer (my favorite is Dynamite™, but 
Osmocote™ is O.K.), five tablespoons of superphosphate and three tablespoons of 
limestone, mixing everything well. British gardeners will recognize this as a varia-
tion on the famous John Innes Loam-Based Potting Compost. 

Yes, garden soil brings in some weeds, but they are easily pulled or controlled 
with Preen®, a pre-emergence herbicide. In the U.K., John Innes is manufactured 
with sterilized loam from a special process that doesn’t retard plant growth. To 
control any diseases from the topsoil, I apply an all-purpose systemic fungicide 
such as Cleary® 3336®. 

For pots I can lift myself, in early spring when shoots are just emerging, I care-
fully remove the plants from the containers and check for rootboundness: roots 
growing out of drainage holes and tightly winding around. If yes, the root masses 
are cut vertically several times around the perimeter and aggressively teased to 
encourage roots to grow outward. Plants are repotted, usually one-container-size 
larger, using fresh potting mix at the bottom and along the sides. Also, about an 
inch of fresh mix is applied at the top.

If plants are too heavy or cumbersome to remove from their containers, I still 
want to add fresh mix. With an electric drill and inch-diameter wood-boring 
bit, I drill deep holes in the soil, mostly along the pots’ sides. Some rhizomes are 
damaged, but overall injury is little. Holes are filled with new mix, and an inch or 
more of mix applied at the top.

My experience is that containerized hostas require heavy feeding. From early 
spring through midsummer, about every other week, I thoroughly soak the root 
balls and spray the leaves, both sides, with Miracle-Gro Water Soluble Rose Plant 

Venero Gardens & Nursery, LLC 

www.venerogardens.com  

Hundreds of Hosta selections + Shade Perennials, Sun 
Perennials, Clematis, Shrubs, and Conifers. 

Sign up for offers at www.venerogardens.com 

 FOR SALE 

Jay and I are thinking about retiring in the next 
several years. The nursery which became our full time 
work now for 14 years has served us well. Now we 
want to have time to travel and a more relaxed life 
style. Our nursery business and home are for sale. 
This includes the web site, stock, etc. We would love 
to have someone purchase the property to continue 
this business.  Our gardens and propagation areas 
have great soil thanks to Jay’s amendments over the 
years. We are requesting qualified interests only. We 
can be reached via info@venerogardens.com  In the 
meantime we will move forward with the nursery until 
it is sold where you can expect great plants as always. 
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food at one-quarter manufacture’s recommended concentration. Added to each 
gallon of water is Tonic #1: 5 drops SUPERthrive®, 1 tablespoon liquid kelp (sea-
weed), 5 drops HB-101 (a plant stimulant containing trace elements) and 3 drops 
wetting agent (mild dish detergent). On alternate weeks, I spray the leaves with 
Tonic #2: 1 tablespoon Spray-N-Grow® (a foliar-feeding micronutrient complex) 
and 3 drops wetting agent in a gallon of water.

I prefer plastic containers, the same utilitarian ones the nursery trade uses. Used 
discarded pots often are available from nurseries at no cost. They are lightweight 
and almost non-breakable, with superb drainage from holes at the bottom along 
the walls. Also, there’s no frost cracking problem. Wash them thoroughly and 
sterilize with 10% bleach solution.  

Don’t add shards, stones or rocks at the bottom. They don’t assure fast drainage 
as often claimed. Instead, they occupy space needed for root growth. Good drainage 
comes from a fast draining soil. Also, don’t add Styrofoam™ chunks at the bottom. 
Though they lighten the container’s weight, they consume root space.

left: Hosta maven 
Danny Van Eechaute 
grows hostas 
exquisitely.

below: A narrow 
footpath wends 
through Danny’s 
3,600 different hosta 
cultivars—all of them 
in pots.
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There’s no single recipe for successfully overwintering containerized hostas. 
Different procedures are required for different geographic climates and whether 
pots are exposed outdoors or sheltered. A detailed article on this subject in the 
2011 Online Hosta Journal has helpful information. 

Sandie Markland, Kill Devil Hills, North Carolina: As many of us have learned the 
hard way, not all hostas are created equal. A hosta that performs beautifully in the 
Upper Midwest may prove a dismal failure in warmer climates. The same holds 
true when considering plants for container culture. While most hostas do well 
in pots of appropriate size, those with Hosta sieboldiana and ‘Tokudama’ in their 
heritage fare well in the short term, but they often show a marked and sometimes 
rapid decline when kept in pots for more than a season or two. 

The container chosen for your hosta should be based on the actual size of the 
plant, not its ultimate size. There should be no more than 2-3 inches of space 
between the outside wall of the pot and outermost roots of the plant. With more 
rapidly growing varieties, you might need to pot up each year, but it is well worth 
the effort to grow a strong and healthy specimen. Never place a tiny young plant 
in a large container. Chances are that it will languish and die. 

The type of container is more or less up to the taste of the individual. I prefer 
wooden or terracotta pots (both glazed and unglazed). Both materials absorb some 
moisture from the soil, but this is not a problem if you are watering properly. Plastic 
pots might seem like a good idea and be better at retaining moisture, but they are 
also better at retaining heat in the plant’s root zone—not a good idea in the dead 
of summer. Wooden pots will deteriorate over time and some terracotta pots will 
crack and fall apart during winter’s freeze and thaw cycles. I have found that clay 
pots fired at very high temperatures (and usually manufactured in either Italy or 
Mexico) stand up to the extreme temperature fluctuations of Zone 5-8 winters 

below, left to 
right: H. ‘Kinbotan’ 
and H. venusta 
spring from stone 
at Mason Hollow 
Nursery.

opposite page: H. 
‘Patricia’ cascades 
from its hanging 
pot in the Colley-
Baker garden.
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pretty well. In fact, I have 
several which have remained 
in place outside for 10 years 
or more without damage. 
Such durable containers are 
inexpensive and readily avail-
able at major garden/home 
improvement retailers.

There are several superior 
potting soils on the market. 
Three good ones are Sta-
Green All Purpose Potting 
Soil, Miracle Grow and Fa-
fard 52 Mix. While slightly 
different, all have certain 
common elements. They are 
low in peat (<30%) and per-
lite, contain pine bark fines 
and other finely ground or-
ganic materials, are medium 
weight with good drainage, 
have excellent moisture re-
tention and are relatively 
inexpensive. However, manu-
facturers occasionally change 
ingredients, so always check 
the label. 

Potting mixes heavy in 
peat should be avoided. 
Once the peat dries out, it is 
next to impossible to re-wet 
and, when you do manage 
to re-wet the mix, it can 
remain soggy for some time. 
This can be a problem in 
winter. While perlite is useful 

in preventing compaction, it adds nothing else to the mix. It is far better to use 
something like pine bark fines. They maintain space and, as they decompose, feed 
earthworms and beneficial microbes in the mix—which, in turn, feed your plant.

Hostas in containers should be thoroughly watered once or twice a week. If it is 
necessary to water your containerized hostas everyday, then something is wrong: 
the plant is root-bound, the potting mix is poor, the container is too small or you 
are not watering properly. You should always push your finger down into the mix 
about an inch or so. Water the plant only if the soil below the surface is dry. Light 
mulch will help prevent evaporation of moisture from the soil. 

During weekly watering, fill each pot at least three times and let the water drain 
through the pot and out the bottom (always leave at least an inch or two of space 
between the soil/mulch line and the rim of the pot for this purpose). Watering in 
this manner serves two purposes: first, it ensures a thorough watering of the root 
zone and, second, it prevents the build-up of harmful salts in the mix.

Many of my hostas have grown in pots for years and I have never found it neces-
sary to do anything special for them in winter. All pots remain in place year-round 
(with the exception of those grown in bonsai fashion or very small containers; these 
are moved to a location where they are protected from desiccating winter winds). 
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top: Potted hostas lining the edge of a patio 
hope for a place in the garden or on the wall. 

Tiny H. pulchella thrives in a small pot (above) 
while ‘One Man’s Treasure’ (right) displays 
its distinctive red petioles on an elevated 
Koopmans Garden Torchier. A Torchier can also 
help show miniatures to best advantage.

opposite page: The fragrant H. ‘Crystal Moon’.
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right: Fastidious H. 
pulchella hybrid ‘Gosan 
Mina’ flourishes in a 
container.

below: A hosta “bouquet” 
was a regular feature 
at the Warren and Ali 
Pollock garden.
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H. ‘Grand Marquee’: 
in the Colley-Baker 
garden the center 
streak gets wider as 
summer progresses, 
which is not unusual.
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If all other aspects of your container culture are sound (in particular, the plant 
is not root-bound, the mix does not become water-logged, there are no large air 
pockets in the mix) and your plants are healthy, there is simply nothing about 
USDA Zone 5/6/7/8 winter to require extreme protective measures. 

June Colley and John Baker, Hampshire, England: Due to limited space in our gar-
den, we have been growing hostas in pots for more than 20 years. Each year, they 
grow bigger, so we think we have given them suitable conditions.

We have been using the following potting mixture:
4 parts general purpose reduced peat compost (contains balanced fertilizer, 
but will feed the plants for only 4-6 weeks)
2 parts farmyard manure 

2 parts John Innes compost 
Loam, peat, sand with added Dolodust and base nutrients
1 part Ericaceous compost
Peat, organic waste and nutrients (including potassium nitrate, sulphate of 
ammonia, mono ammonium phosphate and trace elements)
1 part horticultural or alpine grit with some fine pieces of old bark recycled 
from mulch. 

For minis, we put a layer of gravel on the bottom of the pots and we add a 
quarter of the horticultural grit and bark mixture into the soil.

We start feeding the container plants in March with less than the recommended 
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opposite page: Bob and Karen Olson mix hostas and annuals 
on their patio: H. ‘Opipara’, ‘Abiqua Drinking Gourd’, ‘On 
Stage’ and ‘Hadspen Blue’ (clockwise from bottom).

this page: Sandie Markland’s H. ‘Sagae’ rising up to the 
deck (top), ‘Blue Mouse Ears’ emerging (above left) and a 
‘Lakeside Elfin Fire’ sport (right). P
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Hostas in pottery 
overwinter in the 
Tucker garage, 
safe from cracking 
due to freezing.
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dosage of slow-release (3-4 month) Osmocote granules during repotting. Because 
we water by irrigation, leaching of the nutrients in the soil can occur, so we remedy 
this by using foliar fertilizer every two weeks during the active growing season, 
when the foliage is rapidly expanding. 

The automated irrigation system takes care of most of the watering at timed 
intervals. This may happen daily during the heat of summer and every two to three 
days when it is overcast. Very often the minis in small pots dry up quickly on a hot 
day and require extra watering.

Every year, we religiously remove the old layer of compost from the top third of 
those pots where the hosta has not yet filled the pot. When the clump has reached 
the edge of the pot, we move it to a bigger pot. This is because we wanted to cre-
ate a lush jungle garden with large hostas as the main feature. Our largest, ‘Sagae’, 
requires three people to move it. The plant is absolutely fantastic, but buying big-
ger pots each year has proved to be a costly exercise. We were hoping to grow our 
largest hosta, ‘Empress Wu’, using a tall barrel so that we could create a hosta tree!

Winters in England are normally mild and often wet. All the large and medium-
size pots are left outside with no protection all winter. However, these last two 
winters, we have had some very cold spells, when temperatures dropped to 10°F 
(-12°C). After losing a few hostas, we resorted to covering the containers with hor-
ticultural fleece. We also added more bark as mulch before winter, while the minis 
had pine needles for protection. The most delicate minis are left in the summer 
house all winter and kept dry. The robust minis are placed against the surrounding 
walls of the house and are covered with fleece to protect them from freeze and thaw.

We use glazed pots fired at high temperature for our prized specimens. We avoid 
terracotta pots of any kind to grow hostas. We don’t use any unglazed ceramic or 
porcelain pots either because these crack during the freeze and thaw periods. We use 
terracotta look-alike pots made by Sankey, which are high-density plastic material. 
These are light, strong and unaffected by frost. The only disadvantage is their high 
cost, but they are long lasting.

Q A&
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ontainers? I know something 
about containers. Every one 
of my hostas is in a pot!

Twenty-five years ago, in de-
veloping my first hosta garden, I 
battled both voles and tree roots. 
Since then, I’ve concentrated 
on protecting and maintain-
ing hundreds of hostas in small 
“container gardens” rather than 
extensive beds. That strategy has 
not only kept my hostas healthy, 
it has also led to proliferation of 
pots on the patio, particularly 
after moving to smaller quarters 
in 2005 and running short of 
garden space.

Downsizing came with a price. 
As much as I love hoarding hu-

mongous hostas, reality dictated 
that I concentrate on a larger as-
sortment of tiny treasures—if not 
mini, certainly many small speci-
mens. I already had the means 
to display 6-inch terracotta pots, 
having acquired a tri-level, 8-foot 
stand for patio plants.

Shari and I have great ap-
preciation for antiques, so I was 
pleased when she employed her 
decorating skills in the hosta 
garden, starting with an old iron 
pig trough on a rustic bench at 
our front door. It’s not exactly 
an elegant welcome, but it says 
a lot about the Tuckers. And 
it’s the perfect planter for petite 
performers. Though the lineup 

Troughs and Troves 
of Tiny Treasures

text and photos   Larry Tucker  Southaven, Mississippi

C
An old pig trough at the 
front entry to the Tucker 
home showcases H. ‘Kiwi 
Jordan’, ‘Surfer Girl’, ‘Little 
Wonder’, ‘Rebel Rouser’ 
and other small treasures, 
including a trailing 
Bacopa ‘Scopia Great Pink 
Crown’.



changes, “piglets” in our 5-inch-
deep trough now include Hosta 
‘Kiwi Jordan’, ‘Lakeside Lime 
Time’, ‘Surfer Girl’, ‘Lakeside 
Baby Face’, ‘Feather Boa’, ‘Little 
Wonder’ and ‘Sunlight Child’ 
(after ejecting a rambunctious 
‘Rebel Rouser’). Positioned in a 
nook next to a climbing hydran-
gea, these little beauties beat most 
of our heat with daily sprinkling, 
two hours of midday sunlight and 
generous afternoon shade.

Our patio, just off the garden 
room, has been a bigger challenge 
for minis. For seven years, these 
diminutive guys were protected 
overhead with shade cloth, but 
hot afternoon sun would still 
stream through lattice screens 
at the end of the patio and dry 
them out. Once again, Shari to 

the rescue! We already knew that 
heavy watering to keep the hosta 
crop alive was rotting wooden 
structures on the patio. So, she 
reasoned, “We need a wall of 
metal shutters.” Of course, but 
where would we find that extinct 
breed? After an exhaustive search 
of antique and salvage shops 
in six states, we found exactly 
what we needed—20 vintage 
aluminum shutters, stacked and 
ready to transport from northern 
Illinois to northern Mississippi. 
That patio wall now blocks the 
hot western sun, captures ran-
dom sprinkling and keeps my 
rack of potted minis consistently 
moist. Even the most tender foli-
age looks better. What’s more, I 
have leftover shutters for future 
projects.
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One thing I’ve learned over 
the years is the importance of 
an effective potting medium for 
small hostas. It took several trial 
runs, but I’m now satisfied with 
a 5-gallon recipe: 3 gallons of a 
good indoor/outdoor potting soil 
(pre-mixed with necessary minor 
elements), 1 gallon of mushroom 
compost and 1 gallon of finely 
chopped pine bark mulch, plus a 
half-cup of greensand. Once my 
little ones are potted up, I add a 
shallow layer of pea gravel on top 
to reduce evaporation.

Classy pottery pots in cobalt 
blue are prominent on the patio 
and around our compact gar-
den—some on pedestals, some 
on the ground, but all portable to 
claim maximum growing condi-
tions for the hostas. Containers 
just outside the back door house 
a handsome ‘Urajiro Hachijo’ and 
a giant ‘Aphrodite’. Also, a num-
ber of cultivars are ensconced on 
antique thrones. ‘Dream Queen’ 
rules from atop a galvanized water 
cooler, ‘Formal Attire’ admires 

himself in the mirror of an old 
shaving stand, and ‘Maraschino 
Cherry’, ‘Lacy Belle’ and ‘Lusan’ 
simmer on a kerosene stove.

Hostas in my garden must look 
their best for more than eight 
months. They’re conditioned to 
wake up in February and fall asleep 
in November. Some stay up well 
past their bedtime. ‘First Frost’ 
commands a corner of the garden 
and looks perky in its pot as late 
as Thanksgiving. On the covered 
patio, most of my potted minis 
succumb to early hibernation, but 
a few with good substance, such as 
‘Blue Mouse Ears’ and Mark Zilis’s 
‘Tini’ series, stubbornly resist.

All of my hostas in submerged 
garden pots hold their ground 
and endure wintry weather, which 
rarely includes snow. Minis also 
stay outside on their protected 
patio “bleachers.” Others in fine 
pottery containers that might 
crack in unpredictable rain, ice and 
freeze-thaw cycles spend the win-
ter in our cool, dark garage. (See 
photo page 28.) Because hostas 

above: An old ammo box as a planter.
below: H. ‘Pizzazz’ in a crockery pot.

opposite page, top: H. ‘Dream Queen’ 
hangs around the water cooler.
below: Vintage shutters and hostas
bound for new use in the Old South.
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this page: H. ‘Maraschino Cherry’, 
‘Lacy Belle’ and ‘Lusan’ nestle on 
a kerosene stove (top left) while 
‘Formal Attire’ claims a shaving 
stand (above). 

opposite page: H. ‘Aphrodite’ 
shelters ‘Paradise Island’. 

here never freeze enough to be 
fully dormant, I replicate nature 
and give this cold storage gang a 
dribble of water every other week.

Come spring, my re-energized 
hostas fairly leap out of their pots. 
Rested and ready for another gar-
dening season, I also can hardly 
contain myself.
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y wife, Becki, stumbled 
into gardening when we 

got married in 2001. After all, 
she married a hostaholic, but she 
knew this before we got married, 
and went along with it anyway. 
Her appreciation of hostas arose 
early in the relationship and she 
began to choose some favorites, 
the first of which was Hosta 

‘Sagae’, which we had in our gar-
den. She loved the large colorful 
leaves and upright growing habit. 
Shortly thereafter, she spotted 
‘Victory’ in someone’s garden 
and had to have one. We bought 
a plant and fearing we would lose 
it if planted in the ground, she 
wanted it planted in a pot to put 
on the deck. In the pot it thrived 

and every other year I had to move 
it to a larger pot because it out 
grew the smaller one. The hosta 
now resides in a pot that measures 
24 inches high by 30 inches wide. 
I thought that pot would be an 
ample size to accommodate our 
‘Victory’. Alas, the plant contin-
ued to thrive and after five years 
outgrew even that monster pot. I 

H. ‘Victory’ in a pot. 

by Tom Micheletti  Deer Park, Illinois
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Becki Grows Giant 
Hostas on Her Deck— 
You Can Too, Here’s How
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told Becki that we could not get a 
larger pot because I could barely 
lift it up the two steps onto our 
deck. I can move it around by a 
two-wheel hand truck, but the 
weight has become too great to 
lift for this old gardener.

The solution was to divide 
the hosta. Becki wasn’t happy 
with this solution. She was sure 
I would kill the plant by dividing 
it. I assured her that if the plant 
died, we would have the divided 
divisions to repot. She reluctantly 
agreed but carefully supervised 
my dividing her prize. So, in early 
September we divided the plant. 
Half of it (16 divisions) went back 
into the pot and the rest was lined 
out in the Hosta Patch. It looked 
quite tattered after the event, but 
it was late in the season so would 
be going dormant soon. It came 
back and flourished to the point 
that it needed dividing again last 
September. Becki wasn’t so reluc-
tant this time.

We also have a ‘Leading Lady’ 
that grows in a pot that is 21 
inches high by 27 inches wide. 
This hosta has also been divided 
a couple times and has flourished. 
Other pots range in size from 3 
gallons on up.

To reduce the weight of these 
larger pots, I bury some plastic 
2-liter pop, juice or water bottles. 
Keeping the caps on prevents the 
bottles from collapsing. The soil is 
deep enough for root room even 
with the bottles at the bottom. 

The pots are filled with a peat-
based potting soil. I use Pro-Mix, 
a commercial potting soil. There 
are other brands available with 
similar properties, containing 
peat, vermiculite and perlite. 
Good drainage is important.

As the season winds down, I 
let the hostas go dormant then 
clean off the dead foliage. Using 
my hand truck, I wheel the pots 

to the outside of my garage where 
they collect what moisture they 
can naturally. Usually during 
November here in northern Il-
linois, the nighttime temperature 
approaches 20°F and the hostas 
begin to freeze. I then move 
them into my unheated garage to 
overwinter so they will be on the 
dry side while dormant, which 
potted hostas like. When I put 
them in the garage, I put boards 
across the top of the pots and 
stack pots three or four high. I 
use the boards to create air space 
so the top pot isn’t resting directly 
on the soil of the one below it. 
Being such large pots they don’t 
need any supplemental watering. 
I have overwintered some smaller 
pots in the garage, but they need 
supplemental watering. If they 
dry out, I put snow on the top of 
the pot and let it melt naturally.

In the spring the potted hostas 
will begin to grow before the ones 
that overwintered in the ground. 
When this happens I move them 
outside to get light. I carefully 
monitor the weather and if there 
will be a frost or freeze I bring the 
pots back into the garage. This 
routine lasts until all danger of 
frost passes and then I wheel the 
pots to the deck and hoist them 

back up to their summer home. 
We water the pots as needed, 

depending on the weather. In last 
summer’s heat and drought we 
watered every third or fourth day. 
I also add a slow release fertilizer, 
Osmocote 14-14-14, when I put 
them on the deck. Since they are 
watered frequently and nutrients 
are leached out, in July we will use 
a liquid Miracle-Gro fertilizer about 
every third or fourth watering.

The indicator as to when they 
need dividing has been the leaves 
turn brown along the edges in 
spite of how much we water. 
When taken out of their pots 
these hostas have a solid mass of 
roots and little soil left, a sure sign 
of needing dividing.

These potted hostas have 
proudly become Becki’s hosta 
garden and she lovingly attends 
them throughout the summer.
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ini hostas have grown 
tremendously in popularity, 

as evidenced by Hosta ‘Blue Mouse 
Ears’ and the plethora of its sports 
being released into the market. 
These minis get lost when they 
are placed into the general hosta 
population, and many aren’t vigor-
ous enough to grow on their own 
in a garden bed. After spending 
$15.00-$25.00 on precious single-
division plants and then seeing 
too many disappear, I now grow 
my mini acquisitions in hypertufa 
troughs. 

My hypertufa formula of Port-
land cement, perlite, peat moss and 
builder’s sand has several advan-
tages. Because hypertufa is porous, 
oxygen can get to the hosta roots. 
These containers withstand freeze-
thaw cycles better than containers 
made of pure cement. Hypertufa 

troughs are lighter because part of 
the cement is replaced by peat and 
perlite. Though, very large troughs 
will need to be made on site (un-
less you have access to movers with 
strong backs). You can use troughs 
made from other materials, such as 
ceramic, but any container that isn’t 
frost-proof must be moved indoors 
for the winter if you live in a colder 
zone such as my Zone 6b garden.

 It’s important to match the 
plants to the size of the trough. 
A collection with ‘Pandora’s Box’, 
‘Cameo’ and ‘Tiny Tears’ would 
be much more in proportion in 
an 8-inch bowl than in something 
larger. Avoid planting minis 
with slightly larger hostas, such 
as ‘Blueberry Tart’, that would 
overwhelm them. The same 
goes for companion plants and 
accessories. Everything needs to be 

Growing Mini Hostas in Troughs

in proportion and have the same 
growing requirements. Also keep 
in mind that troughs need to be at 
least 4 inches deep to overwinter 
mini hostas, even deeper for small 
hostas.

Planting the trough is the fun 
and creative part, but to create a 
successful mini garden it’s impor-
tant to properly prepare the trough 
and the soil. Begin by placing a 
piece of mesh screening over the 
entire bottom of the trough to pre-
vent soil from seeping out. (If you 
omit this step, you’ll notice your 
plants sinking lower in your trough 
over time.) You can cover the mesh 
with a fine layer of poultry grit or 
pebbles to keep it in place.

Unlike hostas growing in the 
ground, the trough is a closed sys-
tem so the soil is critical. It needs 
to drain well and also provide nu-
trients to the plants throughout the 
growing season. Improve drainage 
by replacing some of the potting 
mix with poultry grit, which can 
be purchased inexpensively at any 
farm store. I use a rich organic pot-
ting mix that is a combination of 
compost, pine bark, perlite, worm 
castings and coir. I have also used 
the typical peat, perlite and pine 
bark potting mixes, but I prefer 
the organic blend as it’s richer and 
provides the plants with more nu-
trients. The trough mix for growing 
hostas and companion plants is 2/3 
soilless mix and 1/3 poultry grit. You 
will need more trough mix than you 
think, so make an ample supply.

Before you begin planting, 
consider the size of your trough. 
A large trough will be very heavy 
once it’s filled, so place it where it 
will grow before you start to plant. 
If I’m planting a large trough on 
the ground, I work sitting down 

by Rebecca Boylan  Pottstown, Pennsylvania
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No Promises You Won't Get Hooked

H. ‘Blue Mouse Ears’ at Inta Krombolz’s (above) and more 
hypertufa troughs at Conny Parsons’ garden (opposite page). 
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so I can be comfortable and take 
my time. Smaller troughs should 
be placed on a table so you can 
easily see what you’re doing. Before 
you start to plant, gather your 
materials: plants, soil, accessories, 
moss, etc.  

Now it’s time to plant! Fill the 
trough to the very top with mix 
and place your plants and any 
major accessories (such as rocks, 
miniature houses or interesting 
branches) where you want them 
to go. Start with one plant and 
work your way around the trough. 
Unpot the plant, shake off the 
growing medium and tease the 
roots apart. Press an indent in 
the trough mix, spread the roots 
around in the depression, hold 
the hosta by the base of the leaves, 
position the hosta and fill the hole 

with trough mix while pressing 
down to remove any air pockets. 
Pull the plant up if it’s too low in 
the trough. You want the plants 
to be situated just about level with 
the sides of the trough and slightly 
higher in the middle. Continue to 
add more mix and adjust the plant 
until it’s properly situated.

Continue planting your trough 
until you get the effect you want. 
You may need to replant some 
plants that just don’t look right. 
For instance, you might want to 
tease apart a clump of ‘Feather Boa’ 
to make a river of hostas running 
through your trough. Remember 
that mixing tiny hostas with ones 
twice their size will cause them to 
get lost, so save the smaller ones for 

troughs of their own. When you’re 
done, fill in any empty spaces with 
more trough mix, pressing down 
hard, because the planting will 
settle with watering. You can leave 
the trough as is, or top it with moss 
from your garden, pebbles, grit or 
sphagnum moss. Be warned: birds 
love to rob troughs of both moss 
and sphagnum moss all season long.

Once planted, give your trough 
a good soaking. I add fish emul-
sion to the water to give the 
shocked plants a head start. Other 
gardeners use a 20-20-20 liquid 
fertilizer or SUPERthrive plant 
food. Water carefully, as the soil 
is dry and water may run off at 
first. Keep the soil in your troughs 
moist but not wet. This may mean 
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watering every day during the heat 
of summer or every three days in 
the spring. Smaller troughs will 
dry out faster than the larger ones. 
Fertilize during the peak-growing 
season with a balanced fertilizer 
for container plants, but if you 
use a rich growing mix you may 
not have to fertilize the first year.

I leave my troughs in place 
outside all winter long. Those 
that spent the summer displayed 
on a 2-foot stand get moved to 
the ground, but otherwise they 

Unlike hostas 
growing in 
the ground, 
the trough 
is a closed 
system so the 
soil is critical.

remain where they are. Since the 
troughs are porous, they don’t 
break. If I see a crown popping 
up due to winter heaving, I push 
it back into the trough. I actually 
have fewer crowns popping up in 
the troughs than among the minis 
still left in the ground. 

Most of my troughs are near 
the house, so I can easily monitor 
vole activity. The only time I’ve 
seen voles near the troughs has 
been when we’ve had deep snow 
cover. My terriers have found voles 
hiding between the troughs—and 
quickly dispensed with them. 
Squirrels will bury acorns or other 
nuts in your troughs when you’re 
not looking, but these “gifts” are 
easily removed.

I keep telling myself, “enough 
troughs.” There’s no more room 
on the patio within reach of the 
hose. But last season we installed 
an irrigation system throughout 
the entire garden, which means the 
troughs will undoubtedly be ex-
panding into the garden beds. My 
imagination is working overtime 
with new ideas for trough shapes. 
As long as the hybridizers keep 
coming up with minis, I’ll keep 
planting them in troughs.
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Trough garden materials, 
potting materials, 
fertilizers.
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by Frank Nyikos  Unionville, Indiana 

f you love growing hostas in 
pots, there’s an exciting new 

world awaiting you in hydroponic 
container gardening. 

You can make this project as 
easy as you want. Growing hydro-
ponically simply means growing 
plants in a soil-less mixture while 
relying on water to provide the 
nutrients for optimal growth. 
You can be as basic about your 
method, as I usually prefer, or as 
technically complex as you like 
with all the bells, whistles, meters, 
pumps and devices you care to 
employ and tinker with. 

Growing Media
I prefer to use a coir blend media 

when growing hostas outside. Coir 
fiber is the outer brown husk of the 
coconut. It is a byproduct from an 
active industry in the tropics, espe-
cially in places such as Sri Lanka, 
where coconut and coconut milk 
figure heavily in the cultural diet. 
Coir fiber readily absorbs water 
and nutrients but sloughs off any 
extra it cannot hold. I no longer 
even consider using peat. Once it 
finally decides to hold onto the wa-
ter, peat will hold more water than 
is helpful. I have overwatered and 
drowned plants in peat so often I 
will not use it anymore. Plus, peat 
is not quite as renewable as coir 
fiber, which provides a welcome 
extra income source to third world 
diners and entrepreneurs.

Hydroponic 
Container 
Gardening
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This year, I am adding vermicu-
lite to fluff up my media. Nor-
mally I add perlite, but we had 
medium-grade vermiculite on sale 
at work.  I also am adding some 
medium-size chipped wood. This 
provides nice places for the neces-
sary pockets of air. Allowing air to 
circulate freely in the hydroponic 
media is important. I am using 
roughly a third of each of these 
ingredients in my blend. 

Remember, you can use any-
thing within reason as your media 
because the water will provide 
the moisture and nutrients. I 
probably wouldn’t use metal as 
it could promote toxic levels of 
undesirable heavy elements to 
your plants. Certainly river stone 
or a silica stone are good. Marbles 
might provide an interesting base 
for your hostas. We sell a lot of 
an expanded clay products that 
many enthusiasts like since it can 
be easily sterilized and reused with 
a 10% bleach soaking solution. 

Into the coir blend, I like to 
introduce worms and other micro 
flora and fauna to provide ad-
ditional help to the plant. These 
biological additives digest my 
media and supply nutrients in a 
slow-release, easy-to-accept form 
that the hostas enjoy. I especially 
like inoculating with a mycor-
rhizae blend. This is a symbiotic 
soil fungus. I make sure it has a 
Trico derma colony as part of the 
blend. Many growers don’t like 
the Trico derma, but I have found 
it to be an effective natural control 
for summer blight as well as other 
pathogenic fungus.

Equipment
Growing outdoors means lights 

are not necessary. Nor is the fan 
needed to provide air movement 
as well as relief from the heat 
given off by high-pressure lights. 
However, I have known some 
outdoor growers who will turn 
on their fans during really sultry 

times in the summer. My set-up 
is not connected to a pump. For 
those of you who enjoy the true 
hydroponic system, you can 
have your treated water pumped 
directly to your containers auto-
matically and the excess returned 
to your reservoir using timers so 
you do not have to worry about 
watering. An automated system 
should be used if you choose to 
use a “traditional” media such as 
the expanded clay balls. This type 
of media holds very little water 
but encourages large amounts of 
circulating air at the root level. 
Flooding and draining your hostas 
may need to happen several times 
during the course of a hot summer 
day. An automatic system will do 
this for you. Many find once this 
type of re-circulating system is 
installed that they have very little 
involvement with the upkeep. I 
dislike having electrical devices 

Frank’s hostas growing in a  
coir-based, soil-less medium.
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plugged in outside, even if those 
devices are on my sheltered deck.

Nutrient-Rich Water
A current popular trend is to 

include fish in the water reser-
voir used as the recirculation 
tank.  The idea is that the fish 
waste will fertilize your plants, 
then at the end of the season you 
have a fish dinner to enjoy. If you 
plan to go this route, you may 
want to get further advice. This 
system is called aquaponic. It is 
a bit harder as you have to be 
careful feeding and maintaining 
the reservoir for the fish envi-
ronment.  What you add to the 
planting containers is important 
because this runoff will drain 
back into the fish reservoir. The 
waste, while very good, is prob-
ably not going to be enough to 
supply all the hosta requirements 
for exceptional growth unless 
you are utilizing a large reservoir 
with a fair number of fish. Great 
and exceptional environmental 
advantages are happening in this 
exciting field of growing plants. A 
recent winner of a contest at 
Worm’s Way was a gentleman 
who had made a home in a cave 
that had a large aquaponic system 
where he raised fish and plants. 
What a set-up!

I try to use an organic mix in 
my water reservoir. I make an aer-
ated guano tea that I use to supply 
the water and food to my outdoor 
plants. I have found that these aer-
ated teas are full of good things for 
plants. I inoculate it with a sub-
culture of micro-organism blend 
that digests the small amounts 
of raw chicken guano I add to 
the reservoir. I normally do not 
aerate more than about a cup of 
guano per 30-gallon reservoir. In 
the course of a week, the highly 
aerated water is ready to use. The 
plants love it. The worms love it 
too and digest any of the small 
matter that ends up in their bed 

of thick roots. The oxygenated 
water provides the roots with 
the necessary air they need. You 
can certainly go the traditional 
route, using hydroponic fertiliz-
ing blends that you may need to 
manipulate with pH adjusters to 

work correctly. I like the holistic 
guano teas just fine and feel better 
about these blends. They do not 
smell as long as you do not add 
too much guano and avoid fish. 

Don’t forget to add some 
micro-mineral blends to your 
container. These blends have the 
necessary trace elements that your 
plants need for optimal growth 
through all cycles of the year. You 
will want to add this to your 
reservoir throughout the grow-
ing season.  The micro minerals 
serve a wide variety of functions 
and are necessary for flowering, 
fruiting, root development and 
ripening of the fruit. Be sure to 
splash some of your tea onto the 
leaves because many of these mi-
cro minerals do not travel through 
the vascular system. Splashing the 
mixture on the leaves will allow 
the plant to capture what it needs 
where it needs it. Nature does this 
through rain, animal life leaving 
presents and the wind blowing 
dust up where the plant can then 
grab onto those trace elements it 
requires.  Growing hostas on an 
enclosed deck may require a bit 
of help from you.

I have found that I can eas-
ily gain at least an extra year of 
growth hydroponically. I donated 
some Hosta ‘Undulata’ seed from 
my garden to our testing depart-
ment, which hydroponically grew 
these seedlings over the course of 
the spring and summer.  These 

seeds looked like three- and four-
year-old plants at the end of a 
single growing season. The seed 
germinated and grew in 100% 
plain perlite in a traditional 
flood and drain system using pH 
controlled hydroponic fertilizers 

without micro flora or fauna. The 
results were impressive.

Give this a try. Most bagged 
“soils” today are really soil-less 
blends.  For example, both of 
the popular Pro-Mix blends are 
peat blends that have been pH-
adjusted with ground limestone 
but contain no actual soil.  You 
may already be growing hydro-
ponically and not realize it. The 
Hosta Journal always seems to 
have excellent advice for water-
ing and fertilizing concerns. Two 
excellent articles appear in the 
Spring 2012 issue of The Hosta 
Journal (Vol. 43, No. 1). On page 
15 is W. George Schmid’s article  
“Magnificent Hostas:  It’s All 
About the Water.” And on page 52 
is Bob Olson’s “Beginners Corner: 
How to Fertilize Your Hostas.”

You will also enjoy the added 
benefits of being able to protect 
your hostas better.  This spring, 
our growing season was close to a 
month early. We were still almost 
a month away from our average 
last frost day when we had two 
days of near-freezing weather. My 
hydroponically potted hosta 
quickly found a temporary place 
in my home.  They remained 
beautiful while their soil-dwelling 
peers looked enviously through 
the window at them like a Dick-
ens character in distress. Start out 
small and continue to grow your 
system as you discover the carefree 
way to grow hostas a new way.    

 

I can easily gain at least an extra 
year of growth by raising hostas 
hydroponically. 


